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The Silenced Majority

2012

a collection of newspaper and magazine articles where goodman and moynihan take an anti establishment stance

and get to the heart of today s critical news stories and political events

The Exception to the Rulers

2004-04-07

her comments turned charlie rose red in the face bill clinton called her hostile combative and even disrespectful newt

gingrich said to her you re the kind of reporter i warned my mother about meet amy goodman award winning

journalist and host of the daily hour long talk show that is a beacon for passionate critical and hard hitting news on

subjects ranging from the deceptions of the george h w bush administration to the corruption of media monopolies

and corporate influence over the government amy goodman attacks and exposes the lies and hypocrisy that put

democracy at risk goodman has traveled the world reporting and speaking out in defense of human rights and offers

no apologies for her advocacy at lectures rallies and other public appearances thousands turn out to hear her speak

the truth now in her first book she offers her no holds barred perspective on world events

Democracy Now!

2017-04-25

a celebration of the acclaimed television and radio news program democracy now and the extraordinary movements

and heroes who have moved our democracy forward in 1996 amy goodman began hosting a show on pacifica radio

called democracy now to focus on the issues and movements that are too often ignored by the corporate media

today democracy now is the largest public media collaboration in the us broadcasting on over 1 400 public television

and radio stations around the world with millions accessing it online at democracynow org now amy along with her

journalist brother david and co author denis moynihan share stories of the heroes the whistleblowers the organizers

the protesters who have brought about remarkable change this important book looks back over the past two decades

of democracy now and the powerful movements and charismatic leaders who are re shaping our world goodman

takes the reader along as she goes to where the silence is bringing out voices from the streets of ferguson to staten

island wall street south carolina to east timor and other places where people are rising up to demand justice

democracy now is the modern day underground railroad of information bringing stories from the grassroots to a



global audience

Wear This, Toss That!

2011-08-02

it costs us not to look our best dressing poorly costs us interviews first impressions money and a whole lot more but

you can look good all the time asserts amy e goodman the magazine maven and style expert who s a regular on

nbc s today show her one stop fashion and beauty book cuts through the information overload to teach you how to

dress to impress whatever your age lifestyle or size while staying true to yourself and your budget who can afford

clothes and makeup that don t fit or flatter since every piece needs to count amy uses snappy clear comparisons to

show how to regain control of your wardrobe and beauty shelf by simplifying your choices cleverly organized like a

woman s closet wear this toss that outlines the 30 pieces of clothing and 30 accessories plus beauty basics every

woman must own then amy builds beyond the essentials walking you through your closet rack by rack shelf by shelf

and drawer by drawer telling you what to wear and what to toss by sorting through the items you already have and

taking inventory of what you need you can build upon what you own and finally create the winning total look you ve

always dreamed of amy provides immediate style answers for real women 700 wear toss items over 1 000 product

suggestions you heard it here first steals and deals on sale items to avoid regardless of price styling tips for every

body type the ultimate shoe guide you ll never question which footwear is right again 24 save me products to rescue

you from any fashion emergency filled with candid tips from pro stylists and designers along with amy s unfiltered

guidance wear this toss that will inspire you to invest in yourself shake off the wardrobe blahs and wake up your

looks from head to toe step into your closet do you have a ruffled tank that sweetly frames your faceor a blouse with

overpowering ruffles a long cardigan that graces over your curves or a super drapey wrap that resembles a blanket

a pencil skirt that lands just above your knees or a bell skirt that bunches at your middle a cropped straight leg pant

with a flat front or wrinkled baggy cargo pants a shade of red lipstick that says bombshell or one that s says i m

trying too hard if any of these questions make you cringe then wear this toss that is your go to guide it s for women

of any size age or lifestyle who realize they just don t like the clothes accessories or makeup they re wearing and

want to make a change almost instantly you ll learn what works what s got to go and why

Static

2006-09-19

torture kidnapping bogus wars illegal wiretapping propaganda spies in the newsrooms oil profiteers soldiers who won



t fight mothers of fallen soldiers who will in static the bestselling brother sister team of amy goodman host of

democracy now and investigative journalist david goodman takes on government liars corporate profiteers and the

media that have acted as their cheerleaders the authors cut through the official static to show the truth about war

torture and government control of the media static breaks the sound barrier to present the voices of dissidents

activists and others who are often frozen out of official debate read static become informed fight back defend

democracy

Liberty, Peace and Medi

2009-02

liberty peace and media amy goodman and the freedom of the press excellent journalists in extraordinary times is a

book about some important parts of the work of the journalist broadcast journalist and author of several books amy

goodman which is also host of democracy now the television and radio program democracy now is standing for truly

independent journalism and education amy goodman a harvard university graduate is the first journalist ever which

has received in december 2008 in the city of stockholm in sweden the right livelihood award as known also as the

alternative nobel prize amy goodman can be also best described as an excellent journalist peace activist and a true

voice for peace amy goodman has said during an interview on msnbc television in new york city united states of

america negotiation is the only one answer there is got to be an answer other then war perhaps statements like

these by amy goodman which are also controversial discussed has caused to ask another colleague and journalist

the question is there anyone which can not love amy goodman since 1984 i am working as independent journalist

broadcast journalist and author of several books three books which i have written have been published in 2008 in

1986 i became the founder of the international media project association and media network ibs independent

broadcasting service liberty radio ibs liberty and ibs television liberty which is supporting international understanding

since 1986 in december 2008 when amy goodman united states of america dr monika hauser swiss italian medica

mondiale germany krishnammal jagannathan and her husband india and asha hagi somalia have received the right

livelihood award as known as the alternative nobel prize i had the chance and duty to travel to stockholm in sweden

for special research and reports on radio television and papers and i am very thankful that i had the chance to meet

my colleag

Breaking the Sound Barrier

2009



amy goodman award winning host of the daily internationally broadcast radio and television program democracy now

breaks through the corporate media s lies sound bites and silence in this wide ranging new collection of articles amy

goodman has taken investigative journalism to new heights of exciting informative and probing analysis noam

chomsky you can learn more of the truth about washington and the world from one week ofamy goodman

sdemocracy now than from a month of sunday morning talk shows make that a year of sunday talk shows that s

because amy as you will discover on every page of this book knows the critical question for journalists is how close

they are to the truth not how close they are to power from the preface bybill moyers in place of the usual suspects

the experts who in goodman s words know so little about so much explain the world to us and get it so wrong this

accessible lively collection allows the voices the corporate media exclude and ignore to be heard loud and clear from

community organizers in new orleans to the courageous american soldiers who ve said no to washington s wars to

the victims of torture and police violence we are given the extraordinary opportunity to hear ordinary people standing

up and speaking out written with all of the fierce intelligence and passion for truth that millions have come to expect

from amy goodman s reportage breaking the sound barrier proves the power that independent journalism can play in

the struggle for a better world one in which ordinary citizens are the true experts of their own lives and communities

amy goodman is an award winning investigative journalist and syndicated columnist author and the host executive

producer ofdemocracy now airing on nearly 800 stations worldwide goodman is the first journalist to receive the right

livelihood award widely known as the alternative nobel prize for developing an innovative model of truly independent

grassroots political journalism that brings to millions of people the alternative voices that are often excluded by the

mainstream media goodman is the co author with her brother journalistdavid goodman of threenew york times

bestsellers standing up to the madness static andthe exception to the rulers

Standing Up to the Madness

2008-05-01

standing up to the madness not only is a timely inspiring and even revolutionary look at who wields the greatest

power in america everyday people who take a chance and stand up for what they believe in but also offers advice

on what you can do to help where are the millions marching in the streets to defend human rights civil liberties and

racial justice where is the mass revulsion against the killing and torture being carried out in our name where are the

environmentalists where is the peace movement the answer they are everywhere the award winning sister brother

team of amy goodman host of democracy now and investigative journalist david goodman traveled the country to

detail the ways in which grassroots activists have taken politics out of the hands of politicians standing up to the

madness tells the stories of everyday citizens who have challenged the government and prevailed as the bush



administration has waged war abroad and at home it has catalyzed a vast groundswell of political action from african

american residents of deluged new orleans who are fighting racism and city hall to regain their homes to four

connecticut librarians who refused to spy on their patrons challenged the usa patriot act and won to a group of high

school students who were barred from performing a play they wrote on the iraq war based on letters from soldiers to

the first u s army officer to publicly refuse orders to deploy to iraq charging that his duty as an officer is to refuse to

fight in an illegal and immoral war standing up to the madness profiles citizens rising to extraordinary challenges and

in the process they are changing the way that politics is done both now and in the future in communities around the

united states courageous individuals have taken leaps of faith to stop the madness they could only hope that if they

led others would follow that is how movements are born what begins as one eventually becomes many in that

tradition the authors have included the ways in which any individual can take action and effect change

Full Bloom

2011-06

collection of essays of 27 highly accomplishedwomen from doctors to business owners to stay at home moms all

past participants in distinguished young women formerly america s junior miss speak candidly about success and

how to get there

LIBERTY, PEACE AND MEDIA: Amy Goodman

2009

liberty peace and media amy goodman excellent journalists in extraordinary times is a book about some important

parts of the work of the journalist broadcast journalist and author of several books amy goodman which is also host

of democracy now the television and radio program democracy now is standing for truly independent journalism and

education amy goodman a harvard university graduate is the first journalist ever which has received in december

2008 in the city of stockholm in sweden the right livelihood award as known also as the alternative nobel prize amy

goodman can be also best described as peace activist and a true voice for peace amy goodman has said during an

interview on msnbc television in new york city united states of america negotiation is the only one answer there is

got to be an answer other then war perhaps statements like these by amy goodman which are also controversial

discussed has caused to ask another colleague and journalist the question is there anyone which can not love amy

goodman when amy goodman has got arrested in september 2008 in the u s a i have been involved in an

international research on the works and career of the journalist broadcast journalist and author amy goodman which



is author of three hard hitting books since 1984 i am working as independent journalist broadcast journalist and

author of several books three books which i have written have been published in 2008 in 1986 i became the founder

of the international media project association ibs independent broadcasting service liberty radio ibs liberty and ibs

television liberty which is supporting international understanding since 1986 in december 2008 when amy goodman

united states of america dr monika hauser swiss italian medica mondiale germany krishnammal jagannathan and her

husband india and asha hagi somalia have received the right livelihood award as known as the alternative nobel

prize i had the

Static

2014-08-18

from the authors of the new york times bestseller the exception to the rulers comes a new book that pushes back

against official lies and spin and gives voice to the silenced majority

Standing Up to the Madness

2008-05-01

standing up to the madness not only is a timely inspiring and even revolutionary look at who wields the greatest

power in america everyday people who take a chance and stand up for what they believe in but also offers advice

on what you can do to help where are the millions marching in the streets to defend human rights civil liberties and

racial justice where is the mass revulsion against the killing and torture being carried out in our name where are the

environmentalists where is the peace movement the answer they are everywhere the award winning sister brother

team of amy goodman host of democracy now and investigative journalist david goodman traveled the country to

detail the ways in which grassroots activists have taken politics out of the hands of politicians standing up to the

madness tells the stories of everyday citizens who have challenged the government and prevailed as the bush

administration has waged war abroad and at home it has catalyzed a vast groundswell of political action from african

american residents of deluged new orleans who are fighting racism and city hall to regain their homes to four

connecticut librarians who refused to spy on their patrons challenged the usa patriot act and won to a group of high

school students who were barred from performing a play they wrote on the iraq war based on letters from soldiers to

the first u s army officer to publicly refuse orders to deploy to iraq charging that his duty as an officer is to refuse to

fight in an illegal and immoral war standing up to the madness profiles citizens rising to extraordinary challenges and

in the process they are changing the way that politics is done both now and in the future in communities around the



united states courageous individuals have taken leaps of faith to stop the madness they could only hope that if they

led others would follow that is how movements are born what begins as one eventually becomes many in that

tradition the authors have included the ways in which any individual can take action and effect change

In Love: A Memoir of Love and Loss

2022-03-10

in january 2020 amy bloom travelled with her husband brian to switzerland where he was helped by dignitas to end

his life while amy sat with him and held his hand brian was terminally ill and for the last year of his life amy had

struggled to find a way to support his wish to take control of his death to not submerge into the darkness of an

expiring existence written with piercing insight and wit in love is bloom s intimate authentic and startling account of

losing brian first slowly to the disease of alzheimer s and then on becoming a widow it charts the anxiety and pain of

the process that led them to dignitas while never avoiding the complex ethical problems that are raised by assisted

death a poignant love letter to bloom s husband and a passionate outpouring of grief in love reaffirms the power and

value of human relationships

Floodlines

2010-09

floodlines is a firsthand account of community culture and resistance in new orleans the book weaves together the

stories of gay rappers mardi gras indians arab and latino immigrants public housing residents and grassroots

activists in the years before and after katrina from post katrina evacuee camps to torture testimony at angola prison

to organizing with the family members of the jena six floodlines tells the stories behind the headlines from an

unforgettable time and place in history

Beyond the Green Zone

2016-12-05

the critically acclaimed account of life in iraq under us occupation with a new afterword



The Best Democracy Money Can Buy

2003-02-25

palast is astonishing he gets the real evidence no one else has the guts to dig up vincent bugliosi author of none

dare call it treason and helter skelter award winning investigative journalist greg palast digs deep to unearth the ugly

facts that few reporters working anywhere in the world today have the courage or ability to cover from east timor to

waco he has exposed some of the most egregious cases of political corruption corporate fraud and financial

manipulation in the us and abroad his uncanny investigative skills as well as his no holds barred style have made

him an anathema among magnates on four continents and a living legend among his colleagues and his devoted

readership this exciting collection now revised and updated brings together some of palast s most powerful writing of

the past decade included here are his celebrated washington post exposé on jeb bush and katherine harris s

stealing of the presidential election in florida and recent stories on george w bush s payoffs to corporate cronies the

payola behind hillary clinton and the faux energy crisis also included in this volume are new and previously

unpublished material television transcripts photographs and letters

Beyond the Green Zone

2008

the critically acclaimed account of life in iraq under us occupation with a new afterword

Letters to Daniel

2016-01-18

amy leigh mccorkle is a special author whose letters to daniel is an uncompromisingly brave well written and

sometimes disquieting tome detailing through letters to a favorite actor her very personal struggles with bi polar

disorder this explosive volume is thought provoking always engaging and ultimately optimistic and humbling a page

turning extraordinary work from an author on the verge joel eisenberg author the chronicles of ara letters to daniel

provides an engaging point of view on a personal story that is at once distinctive and familiar relatable enough to

make a valuable contribution to larger conversations about mental health and what a person needs to survive l

andrew cooper ph d novelist film critic



Tonne Goodman: Point of View

2019-04-16

throughout her illustrious career tonne goodman has made the famous stylish and the stylish famous the vogue

fashion director has not only shaped the way women dress and see themselves but she has also created a nexus in

which the worlds of celebrity and style continually collide now in point of view goodman s life and career are

explored for the first time organized chronologically this book charts goodman s career from her modeling days to

her freelance fashion reportage to her editorial and advertising work through to her reign at vogue the editor s

recollections of some of the world s greatest photographers models celebrities and designers of our time are

illustrated throughout with behind the scenes fashion photos and shots of goodman s personal life

The Exception to the Rulers

2004-04-14

the acclaimed host of pacifica network s democracy now challenges the corporate and political hypocrisy that has

silenced america

Breaking the Sound Barrier

2009-10-01

the host of democracy now breaks through the corporate media s lies sound bites and silence in this new york times

bestselling collection of articles in place of the usual suspects the experts who in amy goodman s words know so

little about so much explain the world to us and get it so wrong this accessible lively collection allows the voices the

corporate media exclude and ignore to be heard loud and clear from community organizers in new orleans to the

courageous american soldiers who ve said no to washington s wars to victims of torture and police violence we are

given the extraordinary opportunity to hear ordinary people standing up and speaking out written with all of the fierce

intelligence and passion for truth that millions have come to expect from amy goodman s reportage breaking the

sound barrier proves the power that independent journalism can have in the struggle for a better world one in which

ordinary citizens are the true experts of their own lives and communities praise for amy goodman and breaking the

sound barrier amy goodman has taken investigative journalism to new heights noam chomsky leading public

intellectual and author of hopes and prospects amy as you will discover on every page of this book knows the critical

question for journalists is how close they are to the truth not how close they are to power from the foreword by bill



moyers author of moyers on america what journalism should be beholden to the interests of people not power and

profit arundhati roy author of the end of imagination those unfamiliar with goodman s work will discover a bold voice

that refuses to mince words regardless of the topic or target along with a wealth of behind the headlines reporting

publishers weekly

Democracy Now!

2016-04-12

a celebration of the revolutionary change amy and david goodman have witnessed during the two decades of their

acclaimed television and radio news program democracy now and how small individual acts from progressive heroes

have produced lasting results in 1996 amy goodman began hosting a show called democracy now to focus on the

issues and movements that are too often ignored by the corporate media today it is the largest public media

collaboration in the us this important book looks back over the past twenty years of democracy now and the powerful

movements and charismatic leaders who are re shaping our world goodman takes us along as she goes to where

the silence is bringing out voices from the streets of ferguson to staten island wall street and south carolina to east

timor and other places where people are rising up to demand justice giving voice to those who have been forgotten

forsaken and beaten down by the powerful democracy now pays tribute to those progressive heroes the

whistleblowers the organizers the protestors who have brought about remarkable often invisible change over the last

couple of decades in seismic ways this is an impassioned book aiming to fuel informed participation outrage and

dissent kirkus reviews

Tomas Young's War

2016-05-14

tomas young s war is the tragic yet life affirming story of a paralyzed iraq war veteran who spent his last ten years

battling heroically with his injuries while courageously speaking against america s wars based on hours of interviews

with young and those close to him the book puts the reader alongside young as he struggles with life as a paralyzed

veteran suffering frustration and humiliation as he attempts to reenter society and resume as normal an existence as

possible it shows his fight to balance his precarious health with his drive to speak out for veterans care and against

the war and the impact his catastrophic injuries had on his family and his relationships this emotional and powerful

book sheds light on many crucial but often overlooked issues such as veterans care public attitudes toward the

disabled medical marijuana and the terminally ill tomas young s war shares everything as unflinchingly honest as



tomas himself the depression the pain the love and laughter the life of this man whose world was turned upside

down by an iraqi bullet more than ten years ago throughout it serves as a powerful testament to the true cost of war

Getting Haiti Right this Time

2004

the u s has done it again

Critical Perspectives on Journalistic Beliefs and Actions

2018-05-11

this book provides case studies many incorporating in depth interviews and surveys of journalists it examines issues

such as journalists attitudes toward their contributions to society the impact of industry and technological changes

culture and minority issues in the newsroom and profession the impact of censorship and self censorship and coping

with psychological pressures and physical safety dilemmas its chapters also highlight journalists challenges in

national and multinational contexts international scholars conducting research within a wide range of authoritarian

semi democratic and democratic systems contributed to this examination of journalistic practices in the arab world

australia bangladesh bulgaria china denmark india kenya kyrgyzstan malaysia mexico russia samoa south africa

taiwan turkey and the united states

The Orpheus Clock

2015-08-25

an extraordinary piece of history a fresh and lively read the christian science monitor the passionate gripping true

story of one man s single minded quest to reclaim his family s art collection stolen by the nazis in world war ii simon

goodman s grandparents came from german jewish banking dynasties and perished in concentration camps and that

s almost all he knew about them his father rarely spoke of their family history or heritage but when his father passed

away and simon received his old papers a story began to emerge the gutmanns as they were known then rose from

a small bohemian hamlet to become one of germany s most powerful banking families they also amassed a

magnificent world class art collection that included works by degas renoir botticelli guardi and many many more but

the nazi regime snatched from them everything they had worked to build their remarkable art their immense wealth

their prominent social standing and their very lives only after his father s death did simon begin to piece together the



clues about the gutmanns stolen legacy and the nazi looting machine with painstaking detective work across two

continents simon has been able to prove that many works belonged to his family and successfully secure their return

fascinating splendid and tragic the wall street journal goodman s story is alternately wrenching and inspiring an

emotional tale of unspeakable horrors family devotion and art as a symbol of hope kirkus reviews it is not only the

account of a twenty year detective hunt for family treasure but an unforgettable tale of redemption and restoration

I Am Troy Davis

2013-08-19

the true story of a woman s fight for her brother s life and her own essential for those interested in the u s justice

system library journal on september 21 2011 troy anthony davis was put to death by the state of georgia davis s

execution was protested by hundreds of thousands of people across the globe and pope benedict xvi pres jimmy

carter and fifty one members of congress all appealed for clemency davis s older sister martina a former army flight

nurse who had served in the gulf war was one of davis s strongest advocates despite the fact that she was battling

liver and metastatic breast cancer and died just weeks after her brother s death by lethal injection this book

coauthored by martina and writer jen marlowe tells the intimate story of an ordinary man caught up in an inexorable

tragedy from his childhood in racially charged savannah to the confused events that led to the 1989 shooting of a

police officer to davis s sudden arrest conviction and two decade fight to prove his innocence i am troy davis takes

us inside a broken legal system where life and death hang in the balance it is also an inspiring testament to the

unbreakable bond of family and the resilience of love and reminds us that even when you reach the end of justice

voices from across the world can rise together in chorus and proclaim i am troy davis martina correia s heroic fight

to save her brother s life while battling for her own serves as a powerful testament for activists the nation should be

read and cherished maya angelou author and civil rights activist

Kaaterskill Falls

2009-10-21

national bestseller a richly textured portrait an intimate look at a closed orthodox community los angeles times book

review national book award finalist a new york times notable book it is 1976 and the tiny upstate new york town of

kaaterskill falls is bustling with summer people in dark coats fedoras and long modest dresses living side by side

with yankee year rounders they are the disciples of rav elijah kirshner elizabeth shulman is a restless wife and

mother of five daughters her imagination transcends her cloistered community across the street andras melish is



drawn to kaaterskill by his adoring older sisters comforted yet crippled by his sisters love he cannot overcome the

ambivalence he feels toward his own children and his young wife at the top of the hill rav kirshner is nearing the end

of his life as he struggles to decide which of his sons should succeed him the pious but stolid isaiah or the brilliant

but rebellious jeremy his followers wrestle with their future and their past with this community allegra goodman

weaves magic the nationally bestselling author of the family markowitz crafts a tale of family and tradition one that

confirms this author s place as a virtuoso of her generation

Kindness for Weakness

2013-05-14

in an environment where kindness equals weakness how do those who care survive a tayshas reading list pick an

ala yalsa best fiction for young adults book shawn goodman takes us inside the gritty world of our juvenile justice

system with the verve of a master storyteller jordan sonnenblick author of drums girls dangerous pie a gripping story

of a boy s climb to manhood on his own terms paul volponi author of the final four the reader will be seized by the

boy s plight and his determination not only to survive but to better himself todd strasser author of give a boy a gun

kindness for weakness is a daring dazzling leap into the dark passage that is the journey to manhood paul griffin

author of the orange houses gripping action gritty dialogue vivid characters and palpable tension permeate the brief

chapters of james s powerful honest compelling narrative school library journal

40 Days of Dating

2015-01-20

what would happen if harry met sally in the age of tinder and snapchat a field guide to millennial dating in new york

city new york daily news when new york based graphic designers and long time friends timothy goodman and

jessica walsh found themselves single at the same time they decided to try an experiment the old adage says that it

takes forty days to change a habit could the same be said for love so they agreed to date each other for forty days

record their experiences in questionnaires photographs videos texts and artworks and post the material on a website

they would create for this purpose what began as a small experiment between two friends became an internet

sensation drawing five million unique and obsessed visitors from around the globe to their site and their story 40

days of dating an experiment is a beautifully designed expanded look at the experiment and the results including a

great deal of material that never made it onto the site such as who they were as friends and individuals before the

forty days and who they have become since



The Night Villa

2011-03-03

the eruption of italy s mount vesuvius in ad 79 buried a city and its people their treasures and secrets centuries later

echoes of this disaster resonate with profound consequences in the life of classics professor sophie chase beneath

layers of volcanic ash lies the villa della notte the night villa once home to the captivating slave girl at the heart of an

ancient controversy and concealed in a subterranean labyrinth rests a cache of antique documents believed lost to

the ages a prize too alluring for sophie to resist but whatever shocking events transpired in the face of vesuvius s

fury has led to deeper intrigues and sophie is swiftly sucked into their dark and terrifying vortex

Amy Namey in Ace Reporter

2014-11-11

amy namey is chasing a news story in this judy moody story for newly independent readers amy namey ace reporter

is on the hunt for a good news story but not a lot happens in the town of frog neck lake so what s a budding

reporter to do team up with judy moody with judy along to sniff out a story anything can happen like maybe a close

encounter with the famed great virginia sea serpent taboo are amy and judy about to stumble upon the scoop of the

century

Digital Media and Democracy

2008

the contributors of this text discuss broad questions of media and politics offer nuanced analyses of change in

journalism and undertake detailed examinations of the use of web based media in shaping political and social

movements the chapters include not only essays but also interviews with journalists and media activists

The Seduction of Water

2003-01-01

iris greenfeder abd all but dissertation feels the buts are taking over her life all but published all but a professor all

but married yet the sudden impulse to write a story about her mother katherine morrissey leads to a shot at literary

success the piece recounts an eerie irish fairy tale her mother used to tell her at bedtime and nestled inside it is the



sad story of her death it captures the attention of her mother s former literary agent who is convinced that katherine

wrote one final manuscript before her strange untimely end in a fire thirty years ago so iris goes back to the remote

hotel equinox in the catskills the place where she grew up to write her mother s biography and search for the

missing manuscript and there she unravels a haunting mystery one that holds more secrets than she ever expected

Opioid Reckoning

2021-10-19

examines the complexity and the humanity of the opioid epidemic america s opioid epidemic continues to ravage

families and communities despite intense media coverage federal legislation criminal prosecutions and harm

reduction efforts to prevent overdose deaths more than 450 000 americans have died from opioid overdoses since

the late 1990s in opioid reckoning amy c sullivan explores the complexity of the crisis through firsthand accounts of

people grappling with the reverberating effects of stigma treatment and recovery nearly everyone in the united states

has been touched in some way by the opioid epidemic including the author and her family sullivan uses her own

story as a launching point to learn how the opioid epidemic challenged longstanding recovery protocols in minnesota

a state internationally recognized for pioneering addiction treatment by centering the voices of many people who

have experienced opioid use treatment recovery and loss sullivan exposes the devastating effects of a one size fits

all approach toward treatment of opioid dependency taking a clear eyed nonjudgmental perspective of every aspect

of these issues drug use parenting harm reduction medication abstinence and stigma opioid reckoning questions

current treatment models healthcare inequities and the criminal justice system sullivan also imagines a future where

anyone suffering an opioid use disorder has access to the individualized care without judgment available to those

with other health problems opioid reckoning presents a captivating look at how the state that invented rehab

addresses the challenges of the opioid epidemic and its overdose deaths while also taking readers into the intimate

lives of families medical and social work professionals grassroots activists and many others impacted by the crisis

who contribute their insights and potential solutions in sharing these stories and chronicling their lessons sullivan

offers a path forward that cultivates empathy love and hope for anyone affected by chaotic drug use and its harms

Twilight of Empire

2003

activists ambassadors and award winning journalists offer their incisive analysis of the american occupation of iraq in

this timely collection of essays featuring the arresting photography of lynsey addario topics include american



economic interests in the war the mainstream media coverage that made it politically feasible escalating abuse of

muslim women by both american troops and an increasingly fundamentalist middle east citizenry the profiteering of

multinationals like halliburton and bechtel and more a bevy of contributors includes medea benjamin kristina

borjesson amy goodman amir hussain naomi klein mark levine yanar mohammed viggo mortensen and ambassador

joseph wilson

Smart Face

1988-10-21

if you want to have beautiful and healthy skin and are tired of spending money searching for that magic potion smart

face will give you the inside track to saving money and saving face regardless of your age

Truth, Torture, and the American Way

2005-09-15

jennifer harbury s investigation into torture began when her husband disappeared in guatemala in 1992 she told the

story of his torture and murder in searching for everardo for over a decade since harbury has used her formidable

legal research and organizing skills to press for the u s government s disclosure of america s involvement in

harrowing abuses in latin america southeast asia and the middle east a draft of this book had just been completed

when the first photos from abu ghraib were published tragically many of harbury s deepest fears about america s

own abuses were graphically confirmed by those horrific images this urgently needed book offers both well

documented evidence of the cia s continuous involvement in torture tactics since the 1970s and moving personal

testimony from many of the victims most important harbury provides solid convincing arguments against the use of

torture in any circumstances not only because it is completely inconsistent with all the basic values americans hold

dear but also because it has repeatedly proved to be ineffective again and again information obtained through these

gruesome tactics proves unreliable or false worse the use of torture by u s client states allies and even by our own

operatives endangers our citizens and especially our troops deployed internationally

I Know Just What You Mean

2001-05-02

now in paperback pulitzer prize winning columnist goodman and novelist journalist o brien take a thoughtful and



deeply personal look at the enduring bonds of friendship between women

Solitary

2019-03-12

an uncommonly powerful memoir about four decades in confinement a profound book about friendship and solitary

confinement in the united states new york times finalist for the pulitzer prize and the national book award solitary is

the unforgettable life story of a man who served more than four decades in solitary confinement in a 6 foot by 9 foot

cell twenty three hours a day in louisiana s notorious angola prison all for a crime he did not commit that albert

woodfox survived at all was a feat of extraordinary endurance that he emerged whole from his odyssey within

america s prison and judicial systems is a triumph of the human spirit while behind bars in his early twenties albert

was inspired to join the black panther party because of its social commitment and code of living he was serving a

fifty year sentence in angola for armed robbery when on april 17 1972 a white guard was killed albert and another

member of the panthers were accused of the crime and immediately put in solitary confinement without a shred of

evidence against them their trial was a sham of justice decades passed before albert was finally released in february

2016 sustained by the solidarity of two fellow panthers albert turned his anger into activism and resistance the

angola 3 as they became known resolved never to be broken by the corruption that effectively held them for

decades as political prisoners solitary is a clarion call to reform the inhumanity of solitary confinement in the united

states and around the world
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